The dynamic planar point location problem is the task of maintaining a dynamic set S of n non-intersecting, . . . query and insertion time O(log n loglog n) and deletion time 0(log2 n). A query time below 0(log2 n) was previously only known for monotone subdivisions and horizontal segments and required non-linear space.
Introduction
The dynamic planar point location problem is the task of maintaining a dynamic set S of n non-intersecting, except possibly at endpoints, line segments in the plane under the following operations: is usually required to return the name of the region containing the query point (and not only the segment immediately above the query point) and some papers reserve the term dynamic planar point location problem for the searching problem in connected subdivisions.
Overmars [Ove85] has shown how to reduce the point location problem in connected subdivisions to the dynamic planar point location problem (as defined above) with only O(log n) additional cost per operation. On the other hand, there are applications of the dynamic point location problem, e.g., space sweep, where the connectedness assumption is unnatural. Table 1 summarizes our results and compares them to previous work. We achieve O(log n log log n) locate and insertion time and O(log2 n) deletion time, the bounds for insertions and deletions being amortized. The space bound is O(n log n) for our first solution, and O(n) for our second solution.
The second solution is a refinement of the first solution.
Previously, a query time below 0(log2 n) was known only for the special cases of monotone subdivisions [CT91] and horizontal Subdivision Space Locate Insert Delete Reference horizontal n log n log n loglog n log n loglog n log n loglog n Mehlhorn-Naher [MN90] segments monotone n log2 n log2 n log2 n Preparata- Tamasaia  [PT89] monotone n log n log n log2 n log2 n Chiang- Tamasaia  [CT91] monotone n log2 n log n log n Goodrich- Tamassia  [GT91] connected n log2 n log2 n -Fries-Mehlhorn [Meh84] connected n log2 n log4 log4 Fries [Fri90] general n log n log2 n log2 n log2 n Bentley [Ben77] general n logz n log n log n Cheng-Janardan [CJ90] general n log n log n Ioglog n log n loglog n logz n this paper, section II general n log n loglog n log n loglog n log2 n this paper, section III We now comment on the algorithmic techniques used and newly developed in this paper.
In the first solution we combine segment trees and fractional cascading, in the second solution we combine interval trees, segment trees, fractional cascading and the data structure of [CJ90] . The following two difficulties arose.
(1) Fractional cascading [CG86] was developed to speed up (binary) search for the same key in many lists. The search algorithm in the ChengJanardan data structure is more complex than binary search and hence the searches in several such data structures interact in a more complex way than binary searches do, cf. section 3.2.
(2) Fractional cascading copies elements from lists to neighboring lists, i.e., it creates bridges between lists. In this way an element may have copies in several lists. Suppose now that a segment with many copies is deleted from the collection S of segments. In standard dynamic fractional cascading ( [MN90]), it is possible to leave the copies as ghost eiements in the data structure.
In the case of segments, the difficult y arises that ghost segments may intersect with segments inserted later. We allow intersections, but in a carefully controlled way, e.g., we guarantee that bridges never intersect and that no segment intersects more than one bridge, cf. section 3.1.
We assume some familiarity with interval and segment trees.
Both kinds of trees store a set of non-intersecting line segments and are organized as augmented binary search trees. We use the following notation.
For a node v of the search tree, key(v) denotes the x-coordinate which guides the search in Let S be a set of pairwise non-intersecting (except at endpoints) non-vertical line segments and let T be a search tree for a superset of the z-coordinates of the endpoints of the segments in S. Let h be the height of T and let V be the set of nodes of T. We assume h = O(log n). We associate the segments in S with the nodes in V as in interval trees, i.e., the node list of v E V is defined as lV(v) = {s G S; home(s) = v}.
We split each segments at the vertical line L(home(s)) into segments s+ and s-. From now on, we deal only with the segments s+ (s E S), and write s instead of s+. We also need the following Invariant.
Invariant 6. Let AS(v) consist of more than one block, let B be a block of AS(v), and iei t = rep(B).
Then B contains segments s and s' above and below t and of the same kind (proper or improper) as t. This completes the high-level description of the data structure.
The low-level description follows:
(1)
All occurrences ofasegment are linked.
For every node v, IV(v) is stored in a tree. only connection between B and B', then either S1 or S2 must also connect the two blocks, i.e., the query also allows us to to detect parallel bridges. which extends all the way to L(g) and which lies in the interior of the funnel, i.e., intersects L(~i) between the two boundaries of the funnel.
The funnel Fk is readily constructed. Locate q in AN(w~) and N(wk) and let s and t be the segments immediately below and above q, respectively. Then LPk = (s) and upk = (t) has the desired properties. (FAN and tAN) respectively, Let Zi be the set of nodes on the path from rchild(wi) (excluding) to wi+l (including).
If wi+l = rchild(wi) then Zi = f).
For every z E Zi let s(z) and t(z) be the segment immediately below and above q in S(z) (the segment tree search yields these segments) and let ES be the highest of the segments in {s(z), z G Zi }. Let Proof. This is obvious for (l), (2) 
Insertions and Deletions
We proceed in two steps. In the first step we assume that the underlying search tree T and the parameter a is fixed and in the second step we discuss how to rebalance T and how to adjust the parameter a.
For the amortized analysis of insertions and tions we use the following potential function:
dele Pot(T) = c1 s(MazCon(T) -ncP) olog n+ C2 .
x E
PotI(B), VE7'BEAS(U) or BEN (v) where iWazCon(T) = 0(nh2/a2), cf. Lemma 3.1, is the maximal number of connected pairs of AS-blocks in T, nCP is the number of connected pairs of AS-blocks, and the constants c1 and C2 will be specified later.
Consider insertions first. Let s be the segment to be inserted and let v = home(s).
We assume w.1.o.g. that s has its left endpoint on L(v).
(1) We now discuss lines (3), (4), (7) and (8) Proof This is obvious if B' is isolated.
So assume otherwise.
Let S1 and 52 be the segments in B n S(lchiZd(wi-l)) which are above and below s respectively and which are also stored in S(lchild(wi )). If B and B1 are connected then either S1 or S2 is contained in BI, i.e., in order to find BI check whether s goes into the same block as either S1 or S2. Also S1 and S2 can be determined in time O(loglog n) according to part q S1l, S12 E B1 , S21, S22~~z $ q sil and si2 are of the same type as bi and hence do not intersect bi (i= 1, 2), q bl, S1l, S12, S21, S22, bz intersect L(v) in that order.
We now distinguish cases according to the types of bl and bz. If both are proper representatives then either of the four segments SI 1, . . . . S22 separates bl and b2. If exactly one is improper, say bl then S11
and S12 are representatives of blocks in AS(parent(v)) and hence by induction hypothesis there is a segment S1 E S separating the two. Thus either of the segments S1, S21, or S22 separates bl and bz. If both segments are improper then a similar argument shows the existence of segments S1 and S2 in S separating bl and b2.
Up to this point we worked with a fixed search tree T and a fixed value of the parameter a. We now remove both asaumpions. The parameter a = 0(( flog nl )3) is changed whenever n doubles or halves its size. Since our data structure for n segments can certainly be built in time O(n log n) this amounts to time O(log n) per update. Putting everything together we obtain Theorem 3.1. The data structure of this section supports insertions and point location queries in time O(log n -loglog n) and deletions in time 0(log2 n). The time bounds for updates are amortized.
The space requirement is O(n).
